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By Karla Brandau

lison Davis, CEO of employee
communications consulting firm
Davis & Co., said in an article
in Workforce Management that business
leaders have much work to do in
creating a positive working
environment. She has spoken with many
business leaders and they see the need
for doing a better job of communicating
their policies, sharing job opportunities
and listening to employee concerns.

A

Davis said, “An active, thorough
approach to good employee relations is
all the more important in today’s climate
of workers who use Facebook and
Twitter. Complaints voiced by an
employee in one location can grow into
a groundswell quickly.”
So let’s get serious about employee
job satisfaction and work to eliminate
walls that cause waves of unrest among
employees and to open windows of
information that permit employees to
function at higher levels of
performance.
The Leadership Team’s
Responsibility

The major burden rests on the
leadership team for creating a climate of
respect for employee abilities, expertise,
and experience. If the senior leadership
team sets the tone for a culture of honor
and respect, then individual managers
will treat their employees accordingly.
There may be exceptions, but through
proper modeling from executives,
managers and supervisors will work at
building professional relationships that
open windows, permitting information
to flow freely in the organization and
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Coach your employees
for business success

motivate employees to greater
productivity.
In a climate of honorable employee
relations, employees use their free will
and choose to engage in the company
goals and objectives. Engagement is a
personal choice that each employee
makes on a daily basis.
When the climate and culture of the
organization is controlling and directive,
walls are erected and the choice to
engage is made less frequently.
Productivity suffers in the organization.
Imagine the lackluster performance of a
culture in which people only do enough
work to keep from being fired, a
frequent alternative to engagement in a
hierarchal environment.

Think twice when
putting up holiday
decorations and trees

Prevent and ease
low back pain

Drive carefully on icy,
dark roads this winter

Remove Employee Blocks to
Performance

You can become a charismatic leader
that creates a positive employee
environment (regardless of the behaviors
Please see POSITIVE, page 2

… and more
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Positive: Emphasize personal accountability
Continued from page 1

the deadline is missed, do not let
employees play the blame game but
encourage them to acknowledge their
contribution and outline what they will
do to get back on track.

of your leadership team) where workers
choose to engage and give discretionary
effort.

·
Get to know your workers
personally so you can encourage them
to higher performance in individual
ways.

Here are some tips to help you
become more influential and remove
blocks to employees giving
discretionary effort:

These tips for an active approach to
superior employee relationships are just
a few from the research for the book
titled The 21st Century Social Contract,
which includes the Ross Brandau
Engagement and Discretionary Effort
Leadership Model.

·
Insist on honest exchanges
between all employees, regardless of
rank or position on the org chart. In
order to get constructive feedback, not
skewed, distorted or beat-around-thebush answers, employees must know it
is safe to tell the truth, that they will not
be laughed at for off-track ideas or
ostracized for a dissenting opinion.
·
Teach your employees that
disagreements are good and differences
of opinions give seeds of concepts the
chance to be watered, weeded, and
fertilized, then harvested at maturity.

·
Emphasize personal
accountability. Help employees take
ownership of their assignments by
having a clear agreement on the shape,
look, and feel of their finished task. Set
a deadline with built in check points. If

Karla Brandau is CEO of the
Workplace Power Institute, helping
organizations be more competitive in the
global marketplace by removing blocks
to organizational productivity. Contact
her at
info@WorkplacePowerInstitute.com.

Coach your employees to success!
By Kerrie Halmi

oaching your employees is
crucial. Some managers
mistakenly believe that coaching
only applies to “problem” employees,
but nothing could be further from the
truth. You need to coach all of your
employees, especially your stars. By
comparing “traditional” management
with a coaching model, you can see the
benefits of coaching:

C

- Traditional management assumes
the manager has all the answers, while
coaching assumes employees have
knowledge. - In traditional management
the manager gives advice, while in
coaching the manager listens closely,
and then asks appropriate questions to
help employees find answers. - In
traditional management it is difficult for
employees to get anything done when
the manager is physically gone. With
coaching, employees have knowledge
and can continue working when the

manager is not physically there. - In
traditional management, the manager is
constantly fixing problems. In coaching,
employees fix the problems and
managers spend their time developing
the employees. - With traditional
management, managers say, “Here’s
what you should do.” With coaching,
managers say, “Tell me the options you
have considered.”
The result? When you manage
traditionally, employees feel like they
leave their brains at the door when
coming to work. When you are coaching
your employees, they are happier, more
motivated and more productive.
One of the first steps you can take to
start coaching your employees is to
switch from a “tell” mentality to an
“ask” mentality. When your employees
come to you with an issue, resist the
urge to quickly give them the answer.
Instead, ask them questions about it. If
you haven’t been doing this, it may

seem quite unnatural at first. Let your
employees know what you are doing
and more importantly, why you are
doing it. Once you start asking more
versus telling, you learn which
questions resonate with different people
and it becomes more of a habit.
Of course, this is more easily said
than done. Coaching requires some
specific skills, like observation and
assessment, questioning, listening and
feedback. Initially, coaching takes more
time than traditional management.
However, when your coaching results in
employees solving issues themselves
versus you giving them the answers, you
will find that they are more likely to
come up with the solution on their own
the next time. In the long run, you will
save time and have a stronger team.
Kerrie Halmi of Halmi Performance
Consulting specializes in increasing
women’s success in business through
speaking, coaching and facilitation.
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Visions of sugar plums and holiday safety
By Wally Conway

very year at this time I can’t help
but notice the beautiful holiday
lighting and adornment. It’s great
to see that even homes with a “For
Sale” sign on the front lawn have been
bedazzled with lights! But this good
deed seldom goes without also decking
the halls with many holiday hazards.

E

You may be feeling happy for the
holidays, but you’ll be roasting more
than chestnuts if you lose respect for the
dangers inherent in the season! It is sad
to say, but more homes burn during
December than any other month. And
electricity is not the only hazard
contributing to the risk.
Candles! Gosh they look so good
and the scent can set the perfect holiday
mood. But always remember this about
candles—they are on fire! Seasonal
candles on windowsills near your
beautiful curtains and shears is a perfect
blend for combustion. Please be sure
candles are always attended when
lighted, shielded by a glass enclosure,
and located so the cat doesn’t knock
them over. And put out all candles
before snuggling in for the night!
And what about space heaters! These
little gems can put just the right amount
of heat right where you need it. But,
they can also burn the house down.
Space heaters need to be in a clear
space! That might even be why they call
them “space” heaters, because if they
are too close to bedding, curtains, or
clothing there is a fair chance of fire.
Many a home has burned even with the
heater in clear space. Please be careful
about flinging a towel, shirt, or sheet as
you climb under the covers. Any article
landing on the heater is certain to burn.
While we are thinking about space
heaters, be especially cautious about the
misuse of kerosene-fired space heaters.
These babies can really put out the heat!
But please, read the directions and
follow them like your life depended on
it. Of special concern is ventilation. If
your space heater’s directions require
outside air for ventilation, crack a
window or what ever it takes to be
compliant. The risk of death from
carbon monoxide poisoning is far

greater than fire. Carbon monoxide is
colorless and odorless ensuring a sound
sleep for all eternity.
Gotta love stockings hung by the fire
—but gotta also be sure they are
removed before the fire is a-blazing!
Maybe back in the day when wool
stockings hung by the fire, it was not so
risky, but these days those fuzzy fake
flannel stockings burn better than fat
lighter. So choose your effect—either
stockings hung by the fireplace, or a fire
in the fireplace, but certainly not both at
the same time!
For some strange reason, otherwise
sane homeowners decide to do their
most creative electrical lighting,
decorating, and wiring this time of year.
Some of the more festive observations
have been:
Twelve indoor extension cords lying
in a garden fountain
Eleven lighted candles each behind a
curtain
Ten cracked cords in a single outlet
Nine rocking reindeer sparking on a
rooftop
Eight unattended potpourri pots a
bubbling and a boiling
Seven realtors cell phones charging
near a wet counter
Six spliced wires wrapped with duct
tape
Five frosty snowmen hanging by
frayed wires

Four flood lights on a single broken
fixture
Three space heaters blowing on a
Christmas tree
Two light bulbs covered with red
plastic bags
One extension cord draped over a
chimney while the fire’s a-blazing
Okay, I confess! I took some
liberties in putting this list together. But
keep in mind that electrical hazards
know no season! Our friends at the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSO) estimate that about 4,000
injuries associated with electric
extension cords are treated in hospital
emergency rooms each year. They also
estimate that each year, about 3,300
residential fires originate in extension
cords, killing 50 people and injuring
about 270 others. The most frequent
causes of such fires are short circuits,
overloading, damage, and/or misuse of
extension cords.
The real point is, be it in our homes
or places of business, keep an eye out
for hazards that need to be addressed.
Lives depend on it.
Be safe and enjoy the holidays!

Wally Conway is president of
Florida HomePro Inspections, and has
recently written a book entitled Secrets
of the Happy Home Inspector, available
at www.GoHomePro.com. Visit
www.WallyConway.com for more
information.
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Christmas tree? Be sure it brings joy, not harm
By Ellen Bell

14. Never run extension cords under
an area rug.

any places of business set up a
Christmas tree during the
holiday season. Unfortunately,
with Christmas trees also come
dangerous accidents and injuries.
According to the Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC),
approximately 10,000 people visit
emergency rooms each year due to
accidents related to holiday decorating.
Don’t forget to use good common sense
and take safety precautions to avoid
injuries or property damage. The
following is a safety checklist of 20
important items to consider when
selecting and decorating a Christmas
tree, at home or the office.

M

1. If you prefer a live tree, it’s
important not to buy your tree too early.
Live trees should only be displayed for
3 weeks. If you want to leave your tree
up until New Year’s, you should not
purchase and set up the tree until
December 12th to 14th.
2. When purchasing a live tree, tap
the trunk on the ground. If the tree loses
a lot of needles, chances are it’s dried
out. Always purchase a freshly cut tree,
if possible. Dried out live trees are fire
hazards.
3. Once you’ve chosen your live tree,
be sure to make a fresh cut at the base of
the trunk before putting it in your stand.
If you do not have the right equipment
to do so, have the supplier make the cut
before you leave with the tree.
4. Be sure your tree stand holds
adequate water and keep the reservoir
full at all times.
5. Also be sure that you don’t buy
too large of a live tree for your tree
stand. If your tree stand is too small or
doesn’t hold the tree securely, buy a new
one.
6. To help prevent you from
forgetting to water the tree, buy an
automatic tree waterer. Tree waterers
are widely available online and are quite
inexpensive.

15. Be sure you don’t plug too many
strings of lights into one outlet, and also
be sure you don’t connect too many
strings together. Typically, you should
not run more than three strings of lights
together.
16. Check your lights for broken or
burned out bulbs, frayed cords, burned
plugs, and other signs of wear or
damage. Light strings or extension
cords that are worn or damaged should
be thrown away or recycled.
17. Never place lighted candles or
open flames on or near your tree. Trees
should also never be placed near a
fireplace, as sparks can ignite the
branches or decorations.
7. When positioning your live tree,
be sure not to set it up next to a radiator
or furnace vent, as this could dry the
tree out faster.
8. If you’re purchasing an artificial
tree, be sure to buy one that is coated
with fire retardant.
9. If the base that came with your
artificial tree is getting wobbly or is
broken, purchase a replacement artificial
tree stand.
10. Pre-lit artificial trees are plus
because many have in-line fuses. If one
of the fuses burns out you can simply
replace it with exactly the same size.
Most pre-lit trees come with extra
fuses. Store these in a readily available
location, so you can find them each
season. The best place would be in your
tree storage bag.
11. Position your tree in a corner or
less traveled area, so people walking by
won’t knock ornaments off the tree or
trip over extension cords.
12. When setting your tree up,
position it near an outlet, so you won’t
need extension cords.
13. If you do need extension cords,
be sure to run them along a wall, so they
won’t be a tripping hazard.

18. Always be sure to unplug tree
lights before you go to bed.
19. Instead of ornament hooks,
consider tying ornaments to your tree
with ribbon. Ornament hooks cause
many injuries each year to children and
pets.
20. When you take down a live tree,
be sure to dispose of it quickly and
properly. Try to take the tree down
immediately prior to your city’s pickup
date for trees.
With a little planning and some good
common sense, you can enjoy your
Christmas tree and still keep yourself
and your family or employees safe.
Remember, good tree safety means a
happy holiday for everyone involved!

Ellen Bell is a California-based
freelance writer.
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Minimize employment problems now
By Bill Burch

mployees are often the greatest
challenge to the entrepreneur. In
most cases, limiting employees
limits your opportunity. Employees can
prove the single largest distraction from
the important work of entrepreneurship.

E

In all my years working as a
supervisor, manager, business owner or
consultant, the single most common
thread that runs through all businesses
with employees is that of employee
management. Employees are in fact
customers of yours and with each
passing year they feel more like
customers and demand more as
customers.
Entrepreneurs often end up being
crushed beneath the combined weight of
regulation and employee expectations.
All too often the entrepreneur doesn’t
survive. The original mission of
creating and operating a profitable
business comes second to meeting
regulatory needs and making your
customers happy. Ultimately you feel
hostage. In extreme cases the experience
can feel like a public rape leaving you
asking why your romantic vision of
providing goods or services and creating
jobs and value could be turned into a
villain’s work.

the reasons you are counseling them or
even releasing them.

No entrepreneur that has ground the
grist eludes these emotions. But they
don’t have to overwhelm. You don’t
have to be the maître. There are tools
and techniques to improve your bottom
line and minimize your employment
problems now. They take up front work
and they take some follow through, but
be assured the effort of being proactive
will be 10% of what you will suffer
without it.

The position description is then
merged with an audit or review tool that
matches it.

The key to improved success lies in
a strong position description or as
Michael Gerber of E-Myth fame would
call it a “position contract.” Our
companies use the position description
as a proactive tool to keep people on
track and to serve as an accountability
tool that they must live up to. It feels
good to have a meeting with a poor
producing or bad behaving employee
and with no emotion point out in detail

Many business owners think a job
description is to be a paragraph with a
rough outline followed by “other duties
as assigned.” In my companies our
position descriptions are between 3 and
7 pages. They are very clear and go so
far as to break duties down into
categories ranging from those duties
that are regular and repetitive without
room for change and those that expect
reasonable and adaptive thinking skills
to take care of on the fly.

We’ve introduced position
descriptions to our companies, our client
companies and even the boards that our
employees serve on. They are always
met with some level of scrutiny. They
are called “oppressive,” “micromanaging,” “restrictive” as well as other
words. These comments tend to come
from those the description is written for.
After implemented, the employer
usually feels a great deal of relief and if
audited and maintained the staff start to
feel much more confident and their
focus seems to turn to appropriate focus
and execution of services and tasks.
Take some time to research position
descriptions and look for examples that
seem similar to what I’ve shared here. If

you want help creating position
descriptions that meet your specific
needs, you can contact my company at
www.commercialresources.com or
countless others to have them created
specifically for you.
Ultimately it is important for the
entrepreneur to reconnect with their
original mission and to pull themselves
from beneath the oppression of
regulations and employee expectations
and get control of their role as a
customer of the employee. The
employee is selling you their time,
effort and ability in exchange for pay.
The well done position description is
your agreement outlining what you can
expect as a customer. If you were
signing a contract with my firm for the
amount of the annual salary of any
individual employee of yours, you
would likely require a very clearly
written and easy to understand
agreement. Why not expect the same
from those you hire?

Bill Burch is the president of Morgan
E. Cline Companies as well as the
founder and president of Commercial
Resources, Inc., a professional business
service provider and professional
employer organization (PEO). CRI is a
longstanding member of the National
Association of Professional Employer
Organizations (NAPEO).
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Ten tips to ease low back pain
By Bill Morrison

smoke, quit. If you drink – do it in
moderation. If you are overweight, lose
it. Easy to say I know but the harsh facts
are that people who carry too much
weight are more prone to back
problems, as are smokers and people
who drink to excess. Try to eat a healthy
balanced diet making sure you eat at
least five fruit and veg a day.

orking days lost in the US
alone due to back pain runs
into hundreds of millions.

W

The back is a highly complex
mechanism and even with the use of
modern technology, pinpointing the
exact cause of low back problems can
be challenging. At the center of our
back is the spine, with a sophisticated
interlinking of vertebrae and various
bones. The spinal column itself is
supported by a complex array of
muscles and ligaments. Many back
problems occur as a result of some
change in the spinal column. These
changes often happen after an injury to
the neck or back. Any shift in our spinal
column alignment causes the muscles
tighten up and go into spasm, making
the muscle work continuously (nature’s
protection mechanism).
Most people will have at least one
backache during their lives, and many
will live with recurrent or prolonged
back problems. While discomfort can
affect any area of the back, pain mostly
occurs in the lower part, which supports
most of the body’s weight. Indeed, low
back pain is among the most common
reasons why Americans visit the doctor.
Some people have backaches that cause
significant disability, with pain or
numbness radiating down the leg or into
the foot—a condition known as sciatica.
Taking painkillers such as ibuprofen
or aspirin often helps to reduce the
inflammation and bring some sort of
relief; however, for people who suffer
from chronic back pain they seldom
bring much relief. Whether you are a
newcomer to back pain or a long term
sufferer, here are ten tips to ease your
back pain.
1 If you are in extreme pain try
lying on your back, on the floor, with
your feet and lower legs over a chair.
Support your head under a pillow. Try
to relax as much as possible.
2 Consider doing some simple
stretches to improve your overall
flexibility and help relax those over
tight muscles. Your healthcare
practitioner should be able to advise you

which ones are best for you.
3 Ensure you maintain the correct
posture. Try standing with your back
against a closed door. Align your
shoulders against the door and touch the
door with the back of your head, your
buttocks and your heels at the same
time. If you can manage this then your
body is in the correct alignment. Try to
hold this posture when walking. Posture
is also important when sitting – it may
be necessary to invest in a good office
chair which provides good back and
lumbar support. Latest thinking
suggests that sitting with the back
angled at about 120 degrees is the best
position, almost in a slightly slouched
position.
4 Start walking. Walking is one
of the best exercises you can do to help
relieve back pain. A recent study found
that a group of low back pain patients
who did 3 hours brisk walking per week
had considerably less pain and distress
than a group who were given specific
low back exercises. Walking helps
exercise many of the muscles in the
musculoskeletal system, which in turn
help provide support to the spine.
5 Always ensure you keep your
back straight when lifting – no matter
how light the object may be.
6 A good mattress is not only
important to allow to have a good
night’s sleep, it is also important that the
mattress provides good support for your
back.
7

Do a quick health check. If you

8 If you drive pay attention to
how you get in and out of the car. Sit
down facing the door and swing both
legs into the car together. Getting out is
the reverse. It may look cumbersome
but many a bad back is triggered by
getting in or out of the car the wrong
way. Ensure if you are driving any
distance that you take regular breaks
and have a walk around.
9 Buy a TENs or EMS machine
to help relax those tensed up muscles
and block out any nerve pain.
10 Always seek medical help from
a health care practitioner. Do some
research on the web before visiting your
health care practitioner and make a list
of questions to ask. If your back
problem persists, seriously consider
having a MRI scan. This is usually
definitive in identifying the problem
area and it is particularly useful in
determining the source of sciatic nerve
pain.
Once you know what is wrong, you
can focus your energy on rehabilitation.
Usually there are many avenues to
explore, including surgery, passive
manipulation, Yoga, Tai Chi, Pilates,
Alexander Technique or Chi Kung.
What works well for some may not
work at all for others, so it is important
to explore as many avenues as possible
and try to keep positive.
The information in this article should
not be used to diagnose, treat, or
prevent any disease. You should always
consult with your health care
professional especially relating to the
suitability of exercises, supplements, or
drugs and on all health matters that may
require diagnosis or medical attention.
Bill Morrison runs a website on
lower back pain and sciatica.
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SAFETY … IT PAYS
Holiday party? Prepare, serve, and store safely
By Georgie Hawthorne

should be stored separately. For
example, raw meat and cooked meat
should never be stored together, and the
same goes for raw meats and vegetables.
Staff should ensure that containers have
air tight lids, and that all food items
stored should have the date purchased
clearly marked on them. Food should be
stored under specific temperatures
suitable for each different item.

any companies are excited to
be able to offer their employees
a holiday party or potluck this
winter. Here are some general rules to
ensure a clean and sanitary environment
for preparing, serving, and storing food.

M

Personal hygiene – One of the most
important aspects of preventing
contamination of food is to ensure that
all staff handling any type of food
adhere to strict personal hygiene rules.
Since all types of microorganisms can
be transferred from a person’s hands to
the food they are preparing, it is
imperative that staff members know the
importance of always keeping their
hands clean. For this, the management
should provide soap or handwash in the
kitchen, so that regular handwashing is
promoted among the staff, such as
before starting work, before performing
a specific task, after ending a particular
task, when switching stations, if they
have touched any part of their body or

any outside surface etc. After washing,
hands should be dried using a
disposable towel. Hair can also contain
microorganisms that can contaminate
food, so employees with long hair
should put it back to prevent hair from
falling into food.
Food storage – Food should be
stored in a proper manner in clearly
marked containers, and it should be
remembered that different types of food

OSHA CORNER
Please visit the following address on the web to
download helpful safety posters, guides and pamphlets
for a safer workplace.

https://www.osha.gov/publications

Cross contamination – It is important
to have clearly marked separate utensils
for different types of food in order to
prevent cross contamination, such as
chopping boards, knives etc. One way
this can be easily done in by color
coding the equipment in the kitchen, so
that everyone is aware of which item
should be used with what types of food.
Serving food – Once the food is
prepared it should not be touched by
hands since the food can get
contaminated. Proper utensils should be
used to plate the food and servers and
everyone should be asked to serve and
plate up food without touching it.
Cleaning – The entire kitchen and
all equipment should be thoroughly
cleaned and sanitized (especially oven
and sinks) both before and after cooking
and serving to ensure proper standards
of hygiene. In addition, a weekly deep
clean of the kitchen should be carried
out, and a deep cleaning of the kitchen
by professional cleaners should be done
at least once every six months.
Washing dishes – Washing dishes
should be done in a proper manner.
Using the right detergents and cleaning
fluids is vital to ensure there is no
transfer of bacteria from food scraps.
Watch out for those nasty office sponges
too! Sponges should be replaced
weekly.
Georgie Hawthorne is a Sri Lankan
writer of fiction and nonfiction,
including how-to articles.
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Be prepared for driving on dark, icy roads
By Jordan Perch and Anna Lynch

riving at night can be dicey any
time of the year. It’s difficult to
see on dark roads, especially in
the glare of new LED headlights, and
animals or weather conditions can add
extra levels of danger. Here are some
tips for driving at night.

D

Keep your guard up. You may want
to distract yourself with the sight of a
glorious sunset, but that’s not the best
thing to do when driving. Put the
gadgets away and don’t mess with your
phone for calls, texts, or music. You can
have your coffee or latte, just make sure
your eyes are open.
Have company. We highly
recommend to travel with friends. When
you start to feel tired, they can keep you
awake with conversation or a kindly
grumble. Bring company to keep you
going and take turns if they know how
to steer the wheel! If you can’t bring a
friend, bring some upbeat tunes.
Nothing soporific—the louder and
bouncier the better. Belt it out! In the
dark, no one can see you sing.
Do not ignore GPS. These signals
are really helpful in the deep hours of
the night. Imagine you are somewhere
in the suburbs and find it problematic to
get to the main road. With the use of the
navigator, you will be able to follow
your tracks and be totally cool with the
surrounding landscapes. Don’t take a
shortcut if you’re not sure where you
are.
Take the kit. If you are worried about
traveling in the night time, we advise
you take an emergency kit. The
essentials may include an extra blanket
and a pair of flashlights, your best
friends when things get dark. You can
take more than that in case there is a
long journey ahead and you want to be
in your best state while driving. Water is

number one necessity on the trip, and
snacks can do magic as well as an extra
pair of shoes.
Check your car. You can have a stop
by at the nearest maintenance spot and
get your car checked in and out. A
routine inspection will help to determine
the problem and get ready for a night
pass. You will also have the chance to
catch a breath of air while the aces deal
with your vehicle.
Driving a motor vehicle at any time
of day can be a pretty complicated
thing. Driving in winter, on icy roads is
even more difficult and complicated.
You need to be extra careful and know
how to handle steering, braking,
accelerating, and turning, among other
things. Plus, you have to equip your car
with the right set of tires, and snow
chains.
If you don’t want to have troubles on
an icy road, one thing that can help you
with that is making sure to hit the road
early and give yourself enough time to
get to your destination, so that you don’t
have to drive too fast, which is very
dangerous in such conditions.
First and foremost, you have to drive
slowly and well below speed limits.
Speed limits should be obeyed at all
times, but it’s even more important
when driving on icy roads. Also, you
should avoid getting too close to the
vehicles in front of you, so that you can

leave enough space for braking and
avoiding a collision in case the car
ahead of you stops suddenly. Skidding
is one of the most common issues that
occur when driving in winter. You can
avoid skidding if you don’t accelerate or
brake too hard, and if you don’t make
too sharp or sudden movements with the
steering wheel.
Going into corners on icy roads is
another huge concern. What you should
do is start slowing down way before you
get to the corner, otherwise you’ll have
to hit the brakes hard, and that’s how
skidding occurs. Also, change gears
before you start turning, and then slowly
accelerate once you get into the corner.
As far as equipment is concerned,
you can’t use regular tires if you need to
drive on ice. They must not be too worn,
and there has to be enough tread on
them. Additionally, putting snow chains
on your tires will give you even better
traction, which is very important.
Lastly, the type of vehicle you drive
can make a huge difference, as well. If
you can afford it, you should get a 4wheel-drive vehicle with an electronic
stability control system.

Jordan Perch is an automotive
researcher and blogger at DMV.com.
Anna Lynch is a freelance writer from
New York.
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